
Module 1: Welcoming and Introduction

"YOUR DNA HOLDS THE KEY TO YOUR IDENTITY AND HEALTH."

The story behind Biocertica

Here is a story and a welcoming note from our CEO Gert on how BioCertica was
established:

“I was visiting my childhood friend in the hospital. The room was filled with the eerie sounds of
the heart monitor and the noise of the ventilators pumping air into his lungs. He was losing his
battle with cancer. I was suddenly overwhelmed by the unfairness of it all. He had just turned 40,
was in perfect physical condition, and had a wife and three beautiful kids who adored him.
Heartbroken, I had to leave for an important meeting. My mind was swimming with questions.

Surely, in today’s day and age, there must have been something that someone could do? A way
to help prevent this awful situation? I sat in a room filled with very expensive suits and even
more expensive watches, discussing percentages and market fluctuations. I had my dream job
and worked hard to get to this pinnacle in my career, but it all felt very empty all of a sudden. At
that moment, I realized that my friend was not the only one on life support and I had a choice to
make.

I could either stay in that empty moment forever, and by all accounts look happy and successful,
or do something to help others like my friend. It took every bit of courage I could muster to stand
up and take control of my own story. I wanted to become part of the difference the world needed
and my choice led me here, to the code of life, DNA. The past and future of all humankind. A
place where I can be of service and empower others to take charge of their own stories. Welcome
to BioCertica.”

Meet our Founders:



Meet BioCertica team

We are proud to introduce our highly qualified product team and a team of advisors.



Biocertica’s partners

FundedByMe makes it easy to list business opportunities, discover, invest, and stay updated with your
investments.

Ministry of Programming
MoP is a venture-building company designing the future with impactful technology start-ups.

Central Analytical Facility – Stellenbosch University
CAF offers scientific tests and analytical expertise to science, health, and engineering students and
researchers, and related businesses.

Our laboratory



BioCertica invested in one of the most advanced DNA processing machines globally and
installed it in the Central Analytics Facilities (CAF) DNA Sequencing Unit at the University of
Stellenbosch. The laboratory is arguably one of the best laboratories in the Southern
Hemisphere. This monumental partnership ensures the safety and security of all clients
personal data.

Our system tracks the DNA kit from the day of manufacturing. From the day of purchase,
leaving the warehouse, and then after the sample has been taken, our system expects the
sample to arrive at the lab. Within 6-8 weeks, the results will be released and available on
the BioCertica app. In this way, we ensure that the sanctity and integrity of the sample
remain secure to complete the process.

About BioCertica and what makes Biocertica unique



We are a biotechnology company that combines advanced genetic testing and encryption
technology to unlock, interpret and protect your identity.

An Investment in Yourself:
Genetic testing provides you with information that will help you take the best possible care
of yourself. If there is power in knowledge, then your genetic information is a
self-empowering tool in your life. Genetics is a fundamental aspect of personalized medicine,
and the number of applications it has in a clinical setting will continue to increase in the
future. At BioCertica, we constantly update our database to provide you with the most
up-to-date research. With this in mind, genetic testing at BioCertica is a long-term
investment into your health and wellbeing.

APP:
At BioCertica, we embrace the positivity that technology has to offer. Clients receive their
results via the BioCertica app. This makes BioCertica's genetic results convenient and easily
accessible at all times. The app platform also means that we can update client results as we
update our databases. Through the BioCertica app, our clients not only have access to their
results, but we continuously guide our clients to live a healthier lifestyle by educating them
on the signs and symptoms, and recommendations of each gene tested. We are the first
South African company to use an app to display DNA results.



Nutrition:
Additionally, we provide our clients with personalized nutritional information. Every client
has access to a variety of recipes that cater to the individualized needs of our clients based
on their genetic data. This is all readily available through the BioCertica app.

Education:
One more aspect that makes us unique is our BioCertica Learn section, where we provide
our clients with articles about genetics, lifestyle & traits, nutrition & wellbeing, and disease.
This is just one more way we at BioCertica prioritize offering our clients the most information
possible to help them live their best lives.

Polygenic Risk Score (PRS):
BioCertica is the first African company to use the cutting-edge Polygenic Risk Score (PRS)
methodology to generate an in-depth genetic report about the genetic risk to various
conditions or diseases. PRS testing provides you with the knowledge that can be an
empowering tool for achieving a healthy lifestyle. This application of genetic testing provides
advice that is personalized, predictive, and preventive. This methodology makes us different
from many genetic testing companies worldwide that are using the single-gene approach in
their analyses, which significantly limits results.

Ancestry:
One of our fundamental products at BioCertica is ancestry testing. Our clients are provided
with their estimated genetic ancestry based on the similarity of their genetic variation
compared to the variation in populations with known ancestry. As with the rest of our
results, we update our clients' results as the reference panel dataset increases.

Vault- Big data, Bigger security:
BioCertica is a privacy-first Genetic Testing platform that secures your genetic data and
medical records with a digital identity. It is important to realize that the genetic information
of each patient is valuable and should be safeguarded at all times. Thousands of
pharmaceutical companies, researchers, and scientists discover new applications for DNA
every day. As more applications are discovered, the value of your DNA data increases. We
also adhere to the regulatory requirements of POPI, HIPPAA, and GDPR.

Applying genetic testing to your life
As mentioned, at BioCertica, we use our app to provide our clients with information on signs
and symptoms and recommendations of each gene tested. This is sufficient to give our
clients a way to implement their genetic tests into their lifestyle; however, we take things
further at BioCertica by connecting our clients to health care practitioners. These
practitioners are trained to understand BioCertica’s genetic testing and, through their
expertise, can give our clients valuable feedback and advice as to how to use genetic results
to make crucial lifestyle changes.

Biocertica’s values



Our unique approach is summarized in our value system, where our patient’s health is our
main focus and priority.

1) PREVENTION

BioCertica is committed to presenting the opportunity for disease prevention through
high-throughput genotyping technology to analyze your DNA to identify potential risk
factors.

2) PRIVACY

A privacy-first Genetic Technology platform that secures your genetic data and medical
records with a digital identity.

3) RESEARCH

Stay in touch with the latest research and consistently invest in BioCertica overall product
improvement.

4) PERSONALIZATION

An online platform developed to host medical records and to connect the Biocertica
accredited practitioner with the patient.

5) CUSTOMER FOCUS

Our patient's health is our priority.



The Practitioners Network

BioCertica Practitioner Network gathers practitioners interested in growing their practices
with cutting-edge medical technologies. Our practitioners are an extended hand of our
principles, helping us personalize our service and empower patients.

BioCertica's Network of accredited and forward-thinking practitioners are key contributors
to the future of personalized and predictive advice, bringing the human touch to genetic
result interpretation and empowering patients to take their health into their own hands.

The BioCertica Practitioners Network supports the vision of a preventative approach to
health - the practitioners can recommend BioCertica tests to their patients in order to
support better diagnostics.

The goal of the practitioner's network is to enable practitioners to get an in-depth view of a
patient's health, disease risk, and other traits. Our portal can help a practitioner act more
proactively when it comes to a patient's health.

For the practitioners, this collaboration represents an opportunity to refine their methods,
scale their business and bring new services and products into their offering.

By completing this online short course you will be listed as one of our accredited network
practitioners and will receive multiple benefits and valuable information regarding the
BioCertica portal.

Benefit for the practitioner

BioCertica's Practitioners Network is user-friendly, an investment-worthy opportunity, and as a
company, we aim for our product to be patient-centric.

It will enable the practitioners to grow their practice and expand their patient base using the
BioCertica Genetic Technology platform. The BioCertica platform allows your practice to effortlessly
sell genetic tests and also funnel existing BioCertica clients in your area directly to your practice.

BioCertica developed cutting-edge administration software to complement a seamless onboarding
process and an online booking system between patients and practitioners. BioCertica will process
payments on the practitioners' behalf in the near future.

Time is of the essence, and maintaining balance is key in a modernized busy, and fast-paced life. We
aim to enable the practitioner to provide the best in-depth consultation by using their time to see
patients rather than conducting administration.

As pioneers in the Biotechnology industry, we aim to grow our network by sharing the latest
genomics knowledge [findings] from the industry.




